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Discover the hidden tastes of Portugal

Discover the hidden tastes of Portugal : MY first ventures into Portugal came at the back end of the 1970s through
to the mid-80s - a time predating by a few years the explosion of interest in wine drinking in the UK boosted by the
early arrivals from Australia and the rest of the new world.

What did we know about Portuguese wines back then? Precious little apart from traditional festive tipple, Port, which
seemed to spend the rest of the year gathering dust at the back of the sideboard along with the sherry, the cherry
brandy and the Egg Flip.
There was also Mateus Rosé in its flask shaped bottle which was actually the best thing about it. One could create a
romantic atmosphere by sticking candles in the empties and watching the wax run in rivulets down the sides...while
drinking something else.
The supermarket in the developing Val do Lobo resort did stock Portuguese wines, though one's experience of
searingly acidic Vinho Verde and dry, dusty red Dao lived long in the memory for all the wrong reasons.
Suffice to say that when wine sales really took off in this country at the beginning of the 1990s, Portuguese wines
were hardly at the forefront of the new taste for accessible, fruit-driven whites like voluptuous Australian
chardonnay and reds like full, juicy shiraz.
So what do we know about Portuguese wines today? Port is still, of course, the king of fortified wines and sought-
after vintages command eye-watering prices.
But the home of Port, the steep-sided valley of the great River Douro which enters the sea by the northern
Portuguese city of Oporto, is building an increasing reputation for producing non-fortified wines of great quality and
modest prices.
The for problem for Portugal has been, like Italy but much more so, that the names of the main grape varieties used
in wine making are virtually unknown to British followers of the likes of chardonnay, sauvignon blanc, cabernet,
shiraz and malbec.
On the plus side, this very same unfamiliarity makes Portuguese wines different and unique.
Here's a case in point; Vincente Faria Animus DOC Douro 2014, made from the Tinta Roriz, Touriga Nacional and
Touriga Franca grapes. Does it get the taste buds going for you?
Well it should, for this deliciously complex plums ‘n spice red from vines grown on the best terroirs of the Douro
Valley scored 90 points and won Silver in the 2016 Decanter World Wine Awards and was awarded a Bronze
Medal by judges in the International Wine Challenge of the same year. Best of all, it's a steal at £4.99 from Aldi.
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